SUPPLEMENTARY RESULTS

Supplementary Figure 1. FACs screened in this study.
Bars show the FAC-Score of the top scoring compound from each FAC, reflecting a ~30% success rate (15/56 FACs) for expression and detection of the heterologous metabolite of FAC-strains in this study. Brown bars represent high scoring compounds which were present at trace levels in negative controls (or for one case was refuted by backbone deletions within the FAC). Blue bars represent FAC-encoded secondary metabolites, confirmed by manual analysis of controls and validation by genetic deletions. FACs without visible bars lacked compounds with positive FAC-Scores. The inset highlights the deorphanized and overexpressed secondary metabolite, benzomalvin A, which is encoded by AtFAC9J20.
Supplementary Figure 2. FAC produced metabolites and their clusters.
Confirmatory data are shown for the 17 unique compounds from 15 FACs reported to produce unique SM products. For each FAC in panels a-q, the gene cluster diagram for the cluster contained in the FAC is shown, along with a table of ORFs with predicted biosynthetic functions. The MS 1 of each FAC metabolite is also shown, along with the selected ion chromatogram for that metabolite from the FAC, its deletant, and its parent strain. The backbone gene subjected to deletion for empirical validation is highlighted by a red box in each case. Panels c-q are continued below. Figure 11 ). Valactamide A is highlighted with a blue box.
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